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EVER WONDERED
WHAT A PHYSIO
CAN DO FOR YOU?
Physiotherapists are highly trained,
knowledgeable and experienced
health practitioners. They spend
at least four years at University
developing the skills necessary to
treat a diversity of conditions such as
chronic back and neck complaints,
sore knees, sports injuries, arthritis
and even headaches.
Therefore, GP’s recommend their
patients see a Physio more than any
other health professional.
At Excel Physiotherapy and Wellness
our Physiotherapists not only treat
the symptoms, but also get to the the
cause of problem.
We always encourage healthy
physical activities like Yoga, Pilates,
running, gym and cycling.
We will be talking about the physical
and mental benefits of cycling in this
latest edition of Excel Life.

“At Excel, we found a Physio
that helped put our bodies
back in place - so that we can
walk and ride again.”
– Sonia and Ben Ross. Sonia is Managing
Director, The Gezellig Room design and
has been an Excel client since 2016.
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READY TO PUT
YOUR BEST FOOT
FORWARD?

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

FROM THE
EDITOR

Welcome to our Autumn 2018 edition of Excel Life.

Action
Knowing our patients as well as we do, we bet
you’ve had an action-packed summer and are
now looking forward to all the opportunities the
cooler months promise like team sports, cycling,
running events and bushwalking.
There are a number of iconic Sydney events
coming up like City to Surf - and we encourage
you to get ready now in order to participate!

Exercise
This edition of Excel Life is full of news and
helpful tips, as well as a feature article on the
best approach for treating work-related neck and
shoulder exercises; verified by recent research
from the University of Queensland.
This NEW research supports activity and exercise,
and the theme of this edition is “train hard to get
lucky.” The harder you train, the luckier you get!
And don’t forget, we’re here to help if you have
any injuries or concerns which are preventing you
from training.

Services
At Excel, we have a range of services from
Physiotherapy to Massage, small group Yoga, and
Pilates. We also have our wellness store with a
variety of products and exercise equipment such
as medicine balls, exercise bands, foam rollers and
supportive braces.

Tim Ellis
Excel Physiotherapy and Wellness

We hope you enjoy these articles and look forward
to seeing you soon!

Tim Ellis

Managing Director and Principal Physiotherapist
BA (Hons) BSc (Hons) MHSc (Hons)
Excel Physiotherapy and Wellness

excelphysio.com.au
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So, is work a real pain in the
neck? According to research
gathered in the last ten years,
sixty percent of you think so.
Does it affect your productivity? Is
that directly causing you to take time
away from work? Or, more likely, is
that indirectly causing you to mumble,
grumble, lose concentration and be a
pain in the neck yourself to your partner,
co-workers or boss?

IS WORK A PAIN
IN
THE
NECK?
FOUR FITNESS
FUNDAMENTALS
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A FOCUS ON FOUR
As a Physio I always focus on the
solution rather than the problem.
I want to get to the heart of the
matter, not get stuck in the issue.
But I also run a business, I know how
frustrating it is when key staff take
time off for preventable injuries.
And as a former Archaeologist, I see
everything in terms of our human
evolution and anthropology: the
human animal was just not designed
for sitting – especially at a desk – day
after day, week after week, year after
year. These are the reasons behind
why I welcomed the meta-analysis
recently published by the University
of Queensland (Dr X Chen, UQ news).

UQ analysis from
27 randomised
controlled trials
found that the
only intervention
supported by
evidence for neck
pain in office
workers was targeted
neck strengthening
exercises: ‘the big
4’. Even simple
ergonomic tricks
like adjusting
the keyboard,
monitor, and
mouse didn’t
really help,
never mind $2k
ergo chairs.

WORKPLACE WELLNESS
So what does this mean for our
profession? And for the workplace? As
Physios, we’re always here for evidencebased injury management and treatment.
If I have an acute whiplash patient, then
I know that I can help, as much as I can
the elderly patient with a degenerative
spine. f I see an office worker with neck
or shoulder strain I can still help to get
them through that day with a lot of relief.
But let’s not kid ourselves, gravity won’t
go away, and neither will the modern
workplace, nor the smartphone. So
office workers need to work on their
strength and conditioning, and
the workplace needs to
adapt. Dr Chen from UQ
herself says: “Employers
are becoming more
proactive about
incorporating
wellness strategies
and interventions
in their workplaces
and this research is
evidence to inform
and support their
decisions.” With neck
pain ranked as the
fourth most common
disability, introducing
strength-based programmes
rather than spending big money on
fancy ergonomics. is a smart move.
excelphysio.com.au
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READY, SET, EXERCISE!
So what are the Big Four?
Well, not push-ups on the office floor, but
hey, no harm in trying!
The big four are anti-gravity, strengthening
exercises which involve free weights.
These exercises should be done three times
per week, for a twenty-minute session over
a ten-week period, at least, if not for life.
Because as former US President Calvin
Coolidge once said:
“Nothing in the world can take the place
of persistence.”
And so, to address the problem, is to
understand that it’s a lifelong practice of
pesistence - preparing the body for the
modern workplace. After all, sixty minutes
per week to address and prevent office
related neck and shoulder pain isn’t such a
great price to pay.

HERE ARE THE
‘BIG FOUR’ EXERCISES
FOR OFFICE WORKERS:
1 The Front Raise

With elbows slightly flexed, raise the arm one
at a time to ninety degrees in front of you

2 The Lateral Raise

With elbows slightly flexed, lift both arms out
to about ninety degrees to the side

3 Reverse Flyes

Sit bent over forward with back straight and
arms hanging straight down to the floor.
Then raise both arms sideways until they
are horizontal

4 Shoulder Shrugs

While standing and with arms hanging down
by your side, elevate both your shoulders as
high as possible
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1
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2
4

IT’S TIME FOR RESULTS
So, good luck to all our office workers with
achy necks and shoulders. If you don’t have
any other injuries, or any other medical
conditions, give these exercises a try.
For treatment our doors are always open and
if you still have concerns - or a specific injury
- then your Physio at Excel can design an
exercise programme just for you.

At Excel Physiotherapy and Wellness
in Mascot we have a range of exercise
equipment available - Life Fitness
machines, Pilates reformers and a spacious
rehabilitation studio.

CALL TODAY 1300 650 510
or Book Online
www.excelphysio.com.au
excelphysio.com.au
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TEAM TALK:
HOW OUR TEAM
CAN HELP YOU?
Our values at Excel are: operating with
integrity, being the best we can be and
empowering you!
That means we work together –
Information sharing feeds our team culture
and fosters a professional growth mindset.
So here’s a rundown of some of the things
our team members have been up to:

Experience
Our new senior Physio, Johnny Kang
has completed two Masters degrees in
Physiotherapy, including one in Pain
Management from the leaders in the field
at Curtin University, WA. The complex
interactions of chronic pain, activity levels,
and self-help strategies are familiar to Johnny.
We’re privileged to have him join us and learn
from his vast body of experience.
Senior Physiotherapist, Laura Lee is
undertaking advanced study in the
management of headache and migraine with
Dr Dean Watson (watsonheadache.com). For
headache concerns please book to see Laura.

Knowledge
Managing Director, Tim Ellis has been
delivering community talks on The Prevention
of Falls and Healthy Ageing and on Alternative
Pain Management Strategies, now that
codeine has been removed from ‘over the
counter’ prescription in Australia. Did you
know that there are 80-90,000 hospital
admissions from falls every year in NSW?
The key message here is that falls are
preventable, and we need to have the
discussion in families, workplaces, at home,
and in the community.
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Corporate Wellness
Lawrence Lin has now completed his
first two years at Excel and is looking
to further his experience, studying ACL
(anterior cruciate ligament) injuries, as
well as Spinal Pain. Recently he attended
an education event at Electrolux HQ in
Mascot, to discuss active strategies for
managing injuries, pain and improving
wellness in the workplace.

Inclusivity
We celebrated Close the Gap day on 18th
March 2018, with an in-depth study of
Aboriginal culture and what we, as health
practitioners can best do to enhance
Aboriginal health.

Gadigal people of the Eora nation.
In March Tim visited remote
communities in Outback Australia and
met with an Orthopaedic surgeon at
Alice Springs Hospital.

We found out that there are only 300
Physios who identify as Aboriginal in
Australia, out of a total number of 30,000
Physios. As traditional custodians of the
land on which we serve our community,
we pay our respects to the elders of the

There are special provisions for the
Aboriginal community under Medicare
for Physiotherapy, so please discuss this
with your GP, and see how this may be
helpful for you.

Support
We have also been reaching out to
disability service providers to spread the
message that we are registered NDIS
providers and are here to help members
of our community with disabilities to
reintegrate into a more active lifestyle,
and back into the workplace. Yoga and
Pilates continue to be very popular at
Excel, with small groups running Monday
to Thursday, with teachers Trish for Pilates
and and Brooke for Yoga.

Give us a call on 1300 650 510
for times, or visit
www.excelphysio.com.au
excelphysio.com.au
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ON YOUR BIKE!
WHATEVER YOU DO, ALWAYS
KEEP BEING ACTIVE

THE MANY BENEFITS
This is a time in our lives when we tend to get
OF
CYCLING
less active. Careers and family take over, and
the demands of keeping up on payments

for mortgages or rents and providing for our
It’s
time to cycle your way to a long
nearest and dearest add up. Many of us tend
life
and better health.
to put ourselves at the bottom of the pile but,

THE MECHANICS OF IT ALL

Have
you
ever of
wondered
least 30
minutes
walking fivewhether
times a week
getting
bike
out ofcardiovascular
the shed
has been that
shown
to improve
and
getting
it checked
and serviced
health,
bone density,
blood sugar
regulation,
would
the effort?
Havedown
burn fat be
andworth
more. Don’t
let your body
you
ever bought
whole
bunch
of
by ignoring
the needafor
exercise
because,
cycling
gear
very
of
eventually,
yourwith
body the
will let
youbest
down.
intentions to ‘get on your bike’ at the
weekend and then given up after
just two or three?

So how does that work? How does cycling
add years to your life whether you are a
competitive cyclist, a recreational cyclist or
purely a functional cyclist?

whatever you do, you MUST stay active. At

YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT

RESEARCH
At this stage, most ofTO
us gain weight. On
average,RESCUE
a kilogram per year through your
THE
40’s. Some of that relates to hormonal

changes
and alooking
changefor
in our
basic amino
Well
if you’re
motivation
to
acid profile.
However,
it endeavours
also relates tojust
kick-start
your
cycling
eatinga more
of what
the wrong
foods. While
not
have
look at
the research
is telling
a vegetarian, I only eat red meat about once
us.
The most stunning conclusion is that
a month, minimise bread and complex
cyclists live longer!
carbs, try not to mix fat and sugar together,
and I focus on maintaining a balanced diet.

On
average between
three
eight Lean
Inspirational
cookbooks,
like and
Joe Wicks’
more
years than the average? That’s the
in 15 help!
remarkable evidence from three exciting
studies. One study compared 834 cyclists
who rode the Tour de France from 1930 to
1964. Dates of death were obtained and
GIVE
YOUR
A BREAK
the
cyclists,
onPHONE
average, lived
a stunning
eight extra years.
In this information-overloaded
age, ourthe
brains
Another
study examined whether
life
become hyper
(but
undernourished)
expectancy
instimulated
cyclists was
attributable
to
and switching off is hard. There is always
the intensity of the training regime. They
another activity that needs to be done in our
found that those who trained the greatest
24/7 lifestyle! Apps keep us glued to the screen
intensity
fiveupper
years back,
and and
and takes lived
its tollan
onextra
the neck,
those
who
cycled
with
moderate
eyes. Research shows though that weintensity
become
around
three years
longer. All-cause
less productive,
less connected,
and more easily
mortality
depressed.associated with physical activity
during leisure time, work, sports, and
cycling to work.
So, when we say train hard to get lucky, we
mean it! Those who trained the hardest on
the bike got lucky enough to live longer!
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Well, for a start, researchers show that VO2
max is higher in cyclists than noncyclists.
VO2 max is the measure of the maximum
amount of oxygen the can consume
during exercise.
Therefore the decline in cardiovascular
health was slower in cyclists.
Cardiovascular disease accounts for
over 40,000 deaths per year in Australia
according to the Heart Foundation. But
are there other reasons?

SPINNING INTO
THE SOCIAL SCENE
I suspect that the camaraderie of cyclists,
which is sometimes in contrast to long
distance runners who tend more to be
soloists may be a factor. Numerous studies
show that low social interaction harms
lifespan on par with obesity and smoking.
And what about tinkering with the
bike itself? Does that help stimulate the
problem-solving areas of the brain
and improve brain health, and stave
off dementia?
Alzheimers Australia tends to think so,
indicating that ‘education at any stage
of life will reduce your risk of cognitive
decline and dementia.’ I also believe
that the surge of blood flow through
the system reduces plaques in the
blood vessels and therefore lowers

the risk of stroke or cardiac
arrest. However it works,
the research is somewhat
conclusive: cycling has
excellent health and
fitness benefits.

HOW CAN A
PHYSIO HELP?
Physios can help with a training
programme for your cycling and take
consideration of any previous injuries,
illnesses, lifestyle and working life. We
can also help with setting up your bike
to minimise stresses on the joints and
tendons. We see some familiar injuries
amongst cyclists, and we can treat and
help you manage the injuries going
forward. The most common injuries
we see are knee pain, lower back
pain, Achilles tendinopathies,
general muscle soreness and
hip issues.
Often we will focus
on releasing tight
fascia and muscles,
mobilising stiff joints
and strengthening
where appropriate.
Commonly in
cyclists, the gluteal
muscles become
weak (all that
sitting) and the
quadriceps become
short and tight.
Occasionally we’ll
see someone who
has had an accident
on the bike and
then we will treat
accordingly and grade
the patient through a
cohesive rehabilitation
programme, designed
around the clients’
individual needs.
excelphysio.com.au
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Take action right now in
four easy steps
Now you understand the benefits
of cycling, where on earth do you
start? Maybe there is an old bike
in storage; you’ll certainly need to
get that safety checked and road
worthy. These four tips below will
help you get on your way.
1.

Get advice on the right bike for
you. Your Physio, personal trainer
or trusted bicycle shop will be able
to help.

2.

Get safe! After you have the right
bike get all your protective gear
(like helmets, padded shorts,
sunglasses that protect you from
UV, dust and flying debris).

3.

Start slow then get confident. Try
riding around a park with a bike
lane to get started (Centennial Park,
Sydney is perfect) and make our elf
the ever-expanding network of cycle
lanes that we have here in Sydney.

4.

Consider a cycling group: Cycling
NSW has 62 clubs and over 18,000
members in NSW.
www.nsw.cycling.org.au

We highly recommend cycling!
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Tales of a cyclist
As Excel cyclist Sonia Ross says:

“Cycling improves my health in so many
ways. Physically I gain strength from
climbing the hills around Sydney which
is great for both building muscle and the
heart but I am also building endurance
when undertaking long distance rides
over the weekend.
Regular training speeds up my
metabolism and gives me more energy
throughout the rest of the day. It is not,
however, only about the physical health
benefits but also about the mental
health benefits as I find that going on a
ride helps me clear my head or prepare
me for the day ahead. It is 100% the best
stress reliever!
Waking up early morning when it is still
quiet on the roads, breathing in the
fresh air, cycling in areas with beautiful
surrounds then being challenged with
a climb only to be rewarded with an
exhilarating descent by the time I return
from the ride – and no other emotion
overcomes me other than happiness.
When my day starts with joy and a
clear head, I feel good, and it transfers
to everything I do for the rest of the
day. When I first started riding my bike
it took time for my body to adjust to
this unfamiliar position – I had sore
shoulders, lower back, and knees. Over
time my body got used to the riding
position, and the aches and pains no
longer were an issue.
A physio and a proper bike fit will make
riding comfortable so that you can enjoy
all it has to offer. Once the bike fits and
you become addicted to the sport and
start doing crazy things like the 320km
Alpine Challenge as my husband does,
you may find that physio will help put
your body back in place so that you can
walk again as Excel has done on a few
occasions for us.”
excelphysio.com.au
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YOGA & PILATES:

THE BENEFITS OF BOTH
At Excel we offer both Yoga and Pilates. So
which should you choose?
The perfect is both! But if you don’t have time here is
the low down on the benefits of each

Strength
Pilates gives you the strength you need through an
entire range of motion. This means your abdominals,
hips, knees and ankles are fully able to travel with
muscular control and support through the range of
motion nature intended.
Not only will it help you achieve better posture, it
will assist with helping you twist and turn more
smoothly, run in a straight line and therefore
expend less energy and even help you throw better,
because you will have greater control through your
trunk and core.
We run Pilates classes Monday, Wendesdays and
Thursday evenings, or can arrange one on ones.

Serenity
Yoga gives you the space to connect your mind,
body, and spirit. More and more science has found
links between the mind and body and it makes
sense that within this place of stillness (using
movement), would be nourishing to the core,
reminding us what it is to be human.
Holding poses and focussing on breath throughout
a yoga practice, enables the Yoga student to still the
mind and stretch out the entire body beyond that
which it believes it is limited to.
At Excel our Yoga and Pilates teachers work with
you to get great health and fitness outcomes!

Find out more about the
diversity of fitness options
by calling 1300 650 510
14
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REMEDIAL
MASSAGE:

RESULTS DRIVEN
REJUVENATION
Remedial Massage has always been a part of
our core service at Excel. Deep tissue massage
can relieve stiff and aching muscles, help with
recovery from sports and overtraining and
give you that well earned ‘time out.’
Our beautiful massage room and our trained and
experienced therapists, Diana, Lukas and Steve
deliver results.
In fact, research supports the use of massage as a
treatment for stress reduction, anxiety, Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS) and chronic lower back
pain. Overall treatment can help one to help deal
with stress, pain, anxiety and sleep issues associated
with chronic disease.

Try a Yoga Class
for FREE this Autumn!
Just for May, June and July we’ll be
offering your first Yoga class with
experienced teacher, Brooke for free!

CALL US ON 1300 650 510
to reserve your spot.

Ready to focus on you?
Book online at www.excelphysio.com.au
or call us on 1300 650 510
excelphysio.com.au
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A HEALTHY AUTUMN RECIPE:
SWEET POTATO SURPRISE

As the Autumn evenings draw in, what better way to enjoy your dinner than
by creating a simple but wholesome roasted sweet potato dish?
Packed with vitamins – in particular, Vitamin B6, C, and D, as well as
magnesium and potassium (and fibre) – sweet potato is not to be overlooked!

Ingredients:

Six simple steps:

•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Preheat oven to 220 degrees Celsius
2. Slice the sweet potato with a sharp knife
3. Mix onion, and garlic in a bowl with the
olive oil and coat the slices
4. Place on baking paper and add some
sprigs of rosemary
5. Turn the slices occasionally until they are
soft and golden brown (30 to 35 minutes)
6. Serve warm with some delicious sour
cream and chives!

2-3 sweet potatoes
2-3 garlic cloves
1 brown onion
Olive oil
Rosemary sprigs
Sour cream
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